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Just a few scenes from a recent in-person conference our President, Ron Adams
attended. Yes, that's Jeopardy Champion and new host- Ken Jennings!



What’s it like to attend an in-person conference again? What’s it like to attend an in-person conference again? 
This past week, I had the opportunity to travel (via plane!) to my first in-person conference

SINCE MARCH 2020. When I was initially presented with the opportunity, I was both

excited and nervous. Are we doing in-person yet? What’s it going to be like, what should I

expect?  

First and foremost, it was nice to be around other professionals in a productive

environment again. From the social aspect of getting to see people you know, making new

connections, and being around other professionals was great. As you can imagine, it does

come with apprehensions.

Do I mask up, how do I greet others, what’s the protocol?... yikes! Relax. As we have seen

with our greater society, attendees will present themselves as they would in their daily

lives. Masked/unmasked, handshakes/fist pumps, social distance/close quarter

greetings. The main thing is to present yourself the way you are most comfortable. If you

have young children at home and feel the need to mask up, do it. If you are vaccinated,

feel comfortable with a handshake then do so (pro tip- bring a small bottle of hand

sanitizer). This is uncharted territory for all of us. Being comfortable makes you more

effective professionally and personally. Here is my one big ask:

If someone presents themselves differently, respect their decisions. If they are unmasked,

don’t feel obligated to take yours off. If you are unmasked and a colleague is masked, treat

them as you would in any other situation. We all have our own ways of dealing with this

new normal. Respect and understanding are your first keys to a successful in-person

conference.  

Hope to see you next time.

Ron

How the Pandemic Changed Consumer BehaviorHow the Pandemic Changed Consumer Behavior

 

In March 2020 COVID-19 turned consumer behavior upside down. Panic buying and

hoarding became commonplace overnight as governors issued emergency stay at home

orders. Supermarket shelves were emptied. Item limits for essentials like paper products,

milk and meat were posted in supermarkets, if you could find them. Stores reduced hours,

or closed altogether. Masks, physical distancing, limited capacity, enhanced sanitizing,

curbside delivery and plexiglass barriers became the norm. Grocery shopping became a

daunting task- avoiding other shoppers, finding the items needed, buying enough to last to

avoid unnecessary trips, and coming home to painstakingly disinfect the groceries. 

American consumers quickly changed buying habits. According to eMarketer, e-commerce

increased by 27.6% worldwide in 2020. Many shoppers turned to online shopping instead

of venturing out into the big box store or supermarket, as they feared exposure to

Covid. As many small retailers and other businesses, like clothing and houseware stores,



deemed “non-essential” by local government were forced to shutter their doors,

consumers had no alternative but online shopping for certain goods. Shopping for leisure

or browsing became a thing of the past. Analysts at Google found that impulse buying

gave way to prioritizing essentials. 

Localities around the nation are fully reopening and most stores are now operating without

capacity limits or distancing requirements. Google recently conducted research to learn

about current consumer behavior and future shopping habits. Retailers are getting a

clearer picture of which pandemic-induced changes are here to stay, including which

changes consumers would like to remain in place. It’s important to recognize the changes

in your customers’ behavior and take these into account when planning your marketing

strategy. 

Some of the changes that Covid brought on will stay, such as enhanced sanitizing in

stores, easy curbside pickup, or a streamlined e-commerce experience. Google’s

consumer behavior studies determined that businesses should focus on providing

customers the ability to shop when, where and how they prefer, making the shopping

experience seamless and pleasant to keep the customer coming back, no matter what the

situation is.

To learn about how Engage Media can help your business, please visit

www.engagemedia.com or email us at info@engagemedia.com. Our team of

professionals is ready to assist you with all your digital and traditional media needs.

Source: https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-ecommerce-update-2021

Apple kicked off its fall product event on Tuesday by diving right into lots of product

announcements. Here’s what Apple announced: - The new iPad and iPad mini. - The

Apple Watch Series 7. - The iPhone 13 and iPhone 13 mini. - The iPhone 13 and iPhone

13 Pro Max. The new iPads will go on sale after the event on Tuesday and ship next

week. The new iPhones go on sale on Friday, Sept. 17, and ship on Friday, Sept. 24. The

Apple Watch Series 7 will ship later this fall. OF note: it didn’t announce new AirPods.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

The mobile carrier known for its magenta-hued litigiousness is back in the news this week

following a massive data breach which put almost 50 million peoples' data in the hands of

hackers. And, because T-Mobile won't specify how or when it's notifying the bulk of
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affected customers (we asked, repeatedly), it's up to you to go ahead and slam that digital

stable door shut. On Thursday, T-Mobile published a blog post detailing all the steps its

customers should take to lock down their accounts. But before we get into that, it's worth

emphasizing the breadth and scale of what was stolen — along with the havoc criminals

can wreak with that purloined data.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Creating the right content for your website needs serious planning and development. In an

increasingly competitive world, it’s not enough that your audience loves it — Google has

to love it too!

This article will show you how to create, optimize, and promote cornerstone content that

drives traffic to your website and eventually converts visitors into loyal customers.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

In spite of a strong quarter, Facebook is warning of change ahead — namely impacts to

its massive ad business, which generated $28.5 billion out of the company’s $29 billion

this quarter. The company specifically named privacy-focused updates to Apple’s mobile

operating system as a threat to its business.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Approximately 70% of Americans regularly use social media, according to the Pew

Research Center. So, when it comes to your company’s audience, it stands to reason that

they’re likely on at least one social media platform, if not several.

Having a social media presence can benefit your brand in numerous ways, from helping

grow your reach and connecting you directly with your target demographics to attracting

potential hires.

But simply posting an Instagram photo or firing off a tweet whenever something pops into

your head isn’t enough. Along with being strategic about when and how often you post, it’s

https://mashable.com/article/t-mobile-trademark-color-magenta
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important to be aware of the common mistakes companies can fall for. Below, find out the

social media missteps you want to avoid.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Twitter is the latest social media platform to experiment with new shopping features. The

company is allowing a handful of brands to place a “Shop Module” at the top of their

profiles that links to products their followers can buy.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Have you ever thought that, eventually, business would go back to normal and everything

would be “business as usual”?

If so, it’s time to rethink what “as usual” actually means. The business world keeps

evolving, and brands continuously keep adopting new ways to meet the demands of their

target audience. The needs of customers are never constant, as they vary from one

person to the other.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

As marketers, we’ve been creating and publishing a lot of content for a very long time. We

know that great marketing content can build brand awareness and generate more qualified

leads. Unfortunately, the technology we use to build content hasn’t changed a whole lot —

until now.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
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With more businesses opening up again after the trials and tribulations of the pandemic,

content optimization has arguably never been more important. Online platforms are a

crucial stop on the path to supercharging online engagement. Content is key.

In order to compete online, businesses should focus on content optimization. As brands,

we should ensure that our content is written in such a way that it engages our target

personas. Of course, to engage them, our content has to reach them in the first place.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2021/08/02/how-to-optimize-your-content-for-seo-and-social-media-marketing/?sh=46dbaf7755c2


You may have heard the phrase “what gets measured gets managed.” So when we want

something done, we slap a metric on it and manage toward that metric. Seems reasonable

enough, right? It’s not, though. It could actually be one of the worst strategies ever. Let me

illustrate with a story a colleague shared with me. A director at a software company was

freaking out because development was weeks behind schedule. He then did what any

thankless brute would do: he instituted mandatory Saturdays. For the developers, that is.

Not for him.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

TikTok and Shopify announced a partnership ... that would bring shopping capabilities to

the video-sharing app in a move that leverages its highly specific algorithm. With the new

product, dubbed TikTok Shopping, Shopify merchants who have TikTok For Business

accounts can add a shopping tab to their profiles, according to a press release. Merchants

can then build a mini-storefront — complete with prices, photos and an "add to favorites"

button — that leads users to their website upon checkout by syncing their product

catalogs.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Facebook is taking new steps to limit advertisers’ ability to reach teens with targeted ads.

With the change, advertisers will no longer be able to use “interests” or information

gleaned from other services to show ads to Facebook, Instagram and Messenger’s

youngest users.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Whether it is about the presidential election, climate change, or Covid-19 vaccines and the

delta variant, misinformation continues to spread rampantly across social media.

According to a Pew Research Service study from January, more than eight-in-ten U.S.

adults (86 percent) said they get their news from a smartphone. It is easy to see why

misinformation continues to spread.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

https://www.fastcompany.com/90671503/productivity-metrics-arent-useful-any-longer-heres-a-better-way-to-measure-whats-getting-done
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https://www.engadget.com/facebook-instagram-limit-targeted-ads-teens-130055774.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/petersuciu/2021/08/02/spotting-misinformation-on-social-media-is-increasingly-challenging/?sh=68add3a42771


Social media has become a valuable resource for consumers to interact with the brands

they love and discover new ones. New users across the globe are flocking to social media

platforms in record numbers and adding their voices to your brand’s narrative.

With social media tools, brands can capture a wealth of measurable insights from the

consumer data that social networks provide. And social media monitoring is the key to

staying on top of changes in the volume and tone of these online discussions that impact

your brand – and you can be sure that potential impact is significant! Let’s dig into some

“must-have” capabilities, followed by the advanced, and finally – some tools to help you

stay ahead of it all.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.

Instagram is ditching the “swipe-up” link in Instagram Stories starting on August 30. The

popular feature has historically allowed businesses and high-profile creators a way to

direct their Story’s viewers to a website where they could learn more about a product, read

an article, sign up for a service or do anything else the creator wanted to promote. In place

of the “swipe-up” call to action, Instagram users who previously had access to the feature

will instead be able to use the new Link Sticker, the company says.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
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*All product names, logos, brands, trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. 


